Medicine Wheel from the Stars
In the year 1999, a medicine wheel appeared in a wheat
field just outside of Whitefish, Montana Fig 1. A small picture
of it was published in the Whitefish newspaper the following
day. The image was located on ancient Cheyenne ground.
Even though the medicine wheel is common among the people
of the plains, this one had something strikingly peculiar about
it. A search to locate the image as it appeared in the field
proved exhausting. Nowhere was the image to be found.
It is my belief that who ever created this medicine wheel
flowed with such harmony and connection to the cosmos and
the earth that I can’t find the words to express the magnitude
of this connection. They possessed a magic that flows through
this starglyph like water through the universe.
The medicine wheel is one of the most common symbols in
native ways. It is a part of the symbolic language originating
in the plains of the USA. The oldest medicine wheel is approximated 7000 years old and is found on ancient Native American ground now considered part of the Siouxian nations. The medicine wheel was predominantly used as far
north as the Anishinabe nations such as Chippewa or Assiniboine down to the southern plains of Oklahoma and
Texas. Medicine wheels were also found on the ancestral grounds of native people known as the mound
builders. The mound builders were spread over a thousand square miles and the land sites they created where
dated as old as 3500bc.
When I was asked what a medicine wheel meant I said this. The medicine wheel is a symbol of the
heartbeat of the people and a drawing of the individual self in harmony. It is the circle of life without end and
where all things exist. It is our walk with Spirit, where all things come together as one. It is the soul of man and
the fire within us resting gently in the spirits of the waters. It is our heart song of the buffalo and the four seasons of our walk. It is the sleeping bear and the eyes of the eagle spirit. It is the fire within our lodge and the
smoke that spirals gently into the Great Mystery. It is our connection to ourselves, the grass and trees, the deer
and a cloud drifting gently across the sky. It is the light in a dewdrop of the morning sun. It is the circle of nations, the connection to our brothers and sisters and all things around us, from Stone People nation to the Star
People nation. It is the four sacred winds that blow gently through us, and the directions in which we reach out
to assist others as we walk our circle. It is the great
shield of truth within the hearts of all human beings when they choose to listen with intent and
walk in harmony.
The crop circle that appeared in the field fit
the criteria for what I call a Starglyph. Starglyph
was a word I coined when a symbol is created as a
crop circles that possess and expresses understanding that seems to exceed our present understanding
found within our current knowledge base or is a
unified collection of a symbolic language never
having been published in the manner presented. It
appears to have only come from the stars. This
Starglyph seemed to evoke a sacred feeling that

poured like stardust from the mystical realms. In a vision, elements of its unseen world began to emerge and its
hidden story told. From that surfaced magical connections to ancient Native American people and hidden secrets of the pyramids I had uncovered.
Its geometry Fig 2 showed a medicine wheel with three arms protruding from the circle in each of the
four directions. These arms are considered sunray symbols very similar to the well-known four-armed medicine
wheel adopted by the state of New Mexico as a symbol representative to
the state. The symbol that appeared in the field had deep and distant understanding unlike any symbol I had seen.
What is incredible about this starglyph is that it uniquely possesses all three possible combinations of the circle and square. These
combinations express the structure of how our spirit is connected to ourselves when we are at its best and how it connects to the facets of the
universe and the earth and how it all flows in harmony with each other.
Not only that, this medicine wheel possesses the unified combination of
symbols that I had never seen until I first uncovered it in the seven-sided
snowflake, the Starglyph I first walked into in 1998 Fig 3. This symbol
was a geometric culmination of the circle, square and the circle expressed in a manner that unlocked secrets of our construction. The unusual starglyph was a heptagon, an image
of seven sides. I found a newspaper clipping ten years later that showed the symbol was known by the ancient
mound builders Fig 3A. I also discovered it was a part of the hidden symbols of the pyramids I uncovered. Sym-

Fig 3A
Giant mound sites. These dirt mound sites
can be 50 fit wide and 20 high and go for
miles. Conular mound sites can be much
higher. Mounds date from approximately
1000 AD to 3500 BC.

bols created by the ancient Egyptian mystics that people
still feel today.
The question arises as to why and how it was a
part of this unique medicine wheel. I do believe now
that it was a teaching that could have only have come
from the stars.
When a circle is drawn to encompass the short
arms of sunbeams and a square is placed with its corners just touching the circle then the square rest perfectly against the circle of the Medicine wheel creating
a mystical symbol made of the circle, square and circle
Fig 4.
A square enclosing the circle of the medicine
wheel then creates a symbol meaning inner harmony.
This symbol is the balance existing between the square
representing the physical world and the inner circle of
our spirit Fig 5. It shows our inner circle is constructed
of the winds of the four directions connecting in a place
of harmony. Through the hidden structure of the symbol is the language to understand the
nature of this medicine wheels.
There is another symbol created by the circle and the square that shutters researchers
when they discover the ancient Egyptians have used it called the squared-circle Fig 6. It is
because they know the Egyptian mystics were involved when it surfaces. It is a unique form
of balance that can be understood through sacred mind. When drawn this symbol has the
square the same area of the circle or the circle and square possess the same distance around
them.
In this medicine wheel when
a square has been squared to the circle that is located by the shorter arms of
the sunrays, then the corners of
the square locates a circle that
just touches the outer most
point of the sunrays Fig 7. Relevance then surfaces for not
only the existence of the
squared-circle but the unseen
outer circles of the medicine
wheel.
This configuration also creates another ancient symbol that is found in pictographs that go
back some 5000 years. It is created when this outermost circle just touches the points of the square.
This circle and square is called divine balance Fig 8. Divine balance is our connection the
outer forces of the universe, the cosmos or spirit in perfect harmony with our physical
world.
I found this symbol one other unique way within silent structure of the starglyph. There is
a broad banded circle and square representing this connection of divine balance Fig 9.
All of these unseen symbols within this starglyph exist in the ancient Native American
past that few are aware of. The importance of such symbols where left by the mound
builders. These ancient people used the circle and square as part of there everyday life for

millenniums.
These unseen qualities found in this medicine wheel are remarkably similar to the unseen secrets of the pyramids that I discovered about
10 years later in Khafras pyramid of the Giza Plateau. Full descriptions of
the discoveries are published in my book ‘7 Fires’. I believe these secrets
are what people having been searching for since the construction of the
pyramids.
In August 2, 1998, there was a starglyph that appeared in England
at a location called Avybury Stone Circle Fig 10. It was simple but a
haunting feeling captured many peoples hearts when it appeared. In a vision I saw the two starglyphs were related. How to understand the Avybury sequence of circles could be explained by the Medicine Wheel
symbol that appeared in Whitefish. When the two are overlaid there are perfect correlations between the two Fig
11. The broad outer band of the Avybury circle is explained by the
sunrays showing it is circle connected to the sky. The medicine is located within the inner circle of the starglyph. That can be understood as a way of
the earth and also an understanding of our
personally inner circle of spirit of which
we are made. The dot at the center and
circle that encompasses it all is also an ancient symbol. To the eastern people it
could be said the outer circle is the ‘all’
while the inner circle is the ‘nothingness’
from where everything emerges. In the native ways this circle with a
dot at its center is a symbol of the sun. It too carries a similar meaning.
All of these Starglyphs are symbols that would be found in
the Chameleon Project super structure within the gardens. More on the starglyphs can be found in the Book ‘7
Fires’. More on the Chameleon Project is found at www.chameleon-project.org.
Twelve sunrays are significant as well. But perhaps that’s a story for another time.
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